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Abstract
Background Three different types of anti-siphon devices
(ASDs) have been developed to counteract siphoning-
induced overdrainage in upright posture. However, it is not
known how the different ASDs affect CSF dynamics under
the complex pressure environment seen in clinic due to pos-
tural changes. We investigated which ASDs can avoid
overdrainage in upright posture best without leading to CSF
accumulation.

Methods Three shunts each of the types Codman Hakim
with SiphonGuard (flow-regulated), Miethke miniNAV
with proSA (gravitational), and Medtronic Delta (mem-
brane controlled) were tested. The shunts were compared
on a novel in vitro setup that actively emulates the physi-
ology of a shunted patient. This testing method allows
determining the CSF drainage rates, resulting CSF volume,
and intracranial pressure in the supine, sitting, and standing
posture.
Results The flow-regulated ASDs avoided increased drainage
by closing their primary flow path when drainage exceeded
1.39 ± 0.42 mL/min. However, with intraperitoneal pressure
increased in standing posture, we observed reopening of the
ASD in 3 out of 18 experiment repetitions. The adjustable
gravitational ASDs allow independent opening pressures in
horizontal and vertical orientation, but they did not provide
constant drainage in upright posture (0.37 ± 0.03 mL/min and
0.26 ± 0.03 mL/min in sitting and standing posture, respec-
tively). Consequently, adaptation to the individual patient is
critical. The membrane-controlled ASDs stopped drainage in
upright posture. This eliminates the risk of overdrainage, but
leads to CSF accumulation up to the volume observed without
shunting when the patient is upright.
Conclusions While all tested ASDs reduced overdrainage,
their actual performance will depend on a patient’s specific
needs because of the large variation in the way the ASDs
influence CSF dynamics: while the flow-regulated shunts pro-
vide continuous drainage in upright posture, the gravitational
ASDs allow and require additional adaptation, and the
membrane-controlled ASDs show robust siphon prevention
by a total stop of drainage.
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Introduction

Most commonly, hydrocephalus is treated by surgical place-
ment of a ventriculoperitoneal cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
shunt. About 80% of patients with idiopathic normal pressure
hydrocephalus (INPH) improve after shunt insertion [25].
However, up to 10% of INPH patients develop a serious ad-
verse event, such as a subdural hematoma or hygroma, be-
cause of overdrainage through the shunt [12].

Flow through current shunt valves are differential pressure
driven, and thus a function of intracranial pressure (ICP) and
intraperitoneal pressure (IPP), but also dependent on the hy-
drostatic pressure column in the catheter [3, 18, 19]. A com-
mon misconception is that only the hydrostatic pressure col-
umn changes with body position, whereas actually all three
pressures are influenced by the patient’s posture [17]. In clinic,
this creates unpredictable pressure differences, and thus a
complex environment, within which the shunt must be able
to maintain physiologic ICP and CSF volume. Anti-siphon
devices (ASDs) are used to adapt the shunt to these changes
in pressures related to posture, especially to avoid
overdrainage when sitting or standing. Various manufacturers
have tried to solve the problem by using different construc-
tions of the ASD [2]. However, it is not known whether any of
these constructions are better than the others, and there is no
consensus on the best way to control CSF drainage under
postural changes [13].

Bench tests have been used to characterize the opening
pressure and resistance of shunts with ASDs under changing
valve orientations and distal pressures [1, 6–8, 13, 16]. To
date, bench test analysis of shunt systems including ASDs
has stopped here. However, to understand how ICP will be
regulated by the shunt system in upright posture, the next step
is to understand the resulting time-dependent shunt flows and
how this changes the ICP and craniospinal compliance.
In vivo studies have demonstrated changes of equilibrium
ICP and pulse pressure amplitude due to posture and for dif-
ferent valve settings [3, 4, 11], with two of them also having
included quantitative drainage information [17, 18]. However,
CSF volume and drainage rates cannot be measured reliably
in vivo, but would be necessary to understand the interaction
of shunt and CSF dynamics, especially in upright posture.

In this study, we used a novel in vitro test bench [14] to
quantify the influence these three anti-siphon mechanisms
have on the CSF dynamic system. The test bench combines
a hardware interface for the shunts to be tested with a real-time
computational model of the relevant physiology, whereby
changes in CSF dynamics due to drainage through the shunt
can be emulated.1 Therefore, in contrast to previous in vitro

test benches, the pressures applied to the tested shunt are not
constant, but change dynamically with drainage and posture.
This general approach combines advantages of classical
in vitro approaches (repeatability) with those of clinical stud-
ies (physiological interaction of the shunt with the patient). It
allows measuring drainage continuously in different postures
and determining clinically relevant parameters, such as CSF
volume and ICP. With this, we aim to elucidate how the dif-
ferent ASDs interact with the CSF system and which ASDs
can maintain the desired reduction in CSF volume best in
upright posture without overdraining.

Methods

Three types of state-of-the-art differential pressure shunts with
fixed opening pressure and integrated ASDwere included in this
study. The opening pressures of each shunt type were chosen
such that the target ICP in supine position was as close to
10 mmHg as possible. After determining the baseline character-
istics of the shunt systems in horizontal and vertical orientation,
their influence on CSF dynamics was investigated by simulating
a succession of postural changes. As ASDs are often designed
under the assumption that the orientation of the valve represents
the posture of the patient, we also evaluated the sensitivity of the
tested ASDs with respect to their effective position.

Shunts

The CSF shunts tested were: (1) the Codman Hakim fixed
pressure valve (medium high range) with integrated flow-
regulated SiphonGuard ASD (Codman & Shurtleff, Inc.,
Raynham, MA, USA); (2) Miethke miniNAV (10 cmH2O
opening pressure) combined with the adjustable gravitational
Miethke proSA ASD (Christoph Miethke GmbH & Co. KG,
Potsdam, Germany); (3) Medtronic Delta fixed pressure valve
(performance level 1.5) with integrated membrane-controlled
Delta chamber (Medtronic Neurosurgery, Goleta, CA, USA).
The opening pressure of the Miethke proSA, the only adjust-
able ASD in the group, was set to 20 cmH2O (according to the
manufacturer’s recommendation for patients above 60 years
of age). Three shunts of each of the three types were tested
with the corresponding standard catheters. Shunts and cathe-
ters were new. The inner diameters of the catheters were 1, 1.2,
and 1.3 mm for the Codman, Miethke, and Medtronic valves,
respectively. Catheter length was standardized to 20 cm for the
proximal catheter and 84 cm for the distal catheter.

Experiments

All experiments were conducted using the test bench intro-
duced in [14] and depicted in Fig. 1. The respective shunt’s

1 Avideo illustrating this experimental setup can be found at http://ieeexplore.
ieee.org/ielx7/10/7384657/7160680/tbme-schmiddaners-2457681-mm.zip?
tp=&arnumber=7160680
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influence onCSF dynamics was simulated with themathemat-
ical model shown and described in Fig. 2.

Baseline characteristics

The pressure-flow characteristics of each valve were evaluat-
ed in horizontal and in vertical position.

Horizontal position: the ICP reservoir, the valve, and the
IPP reservoir were all kept at the same level. The pressure
in the ICP reservoir was increased from 0 to 30 mmHg
and decreased back to 0 mmHg over 4 min continuously
and without pulsations. The pressure in the IPP reservoir
was kept constant at 1.8 mmHg, i.e., the IPP value for
supine (Table 1) [5].
Vertical position: the test bench rotated the valve by 90°,
while keeping it at the same level as the ICP reservoir.

Both were located 64 cm (l1 + l2) above the IPP reservoir,
whose pressure was kept at 16.7 mmHg, i.e., the IPP
value for sitting [5]. As there is a physiological decrease
of ICP in upright position [22], the simulated ICP was
varied between −30 and 0 mmHg.

Influences on CSF dynamics

To determine the influence of the shunts on CSF dynamics,
ICP was not varied according to a pre-set pattern. Instead, the
values of the pressures applied to the shunt by the dynamically
pressurized reservoirs were calculated in real time based on
the measured shunt flow and a mathematical model of the
relevant physiology, which is described in Fig. 2. This model,
which describes ICP and IPP as a function of posture and the
instantaneous drainage rate through the shunt, was introduced
in [14]. ICP pulsatility is included through pulsations of the
cranial arterial volume. For the present study, the model was
extended to also represent the linear part of the CSF system’s
pressure-volume relationship (Fig. 2) [21].

The parameters of the mathematical model (Table 1) were
taken from clinical studies with INPH patients [20–22]. The
physical dimensions of the test bench (l1 and l2) corresponded
to those of a 50th-percentile American male [23].
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Fig. 2 TheCSF pressure-volume relationship implemented in the ICPmod-
el is exponential (ICP tð Þ−pv α1;α2ð Þ ¼ p1e

k�ΔVCSF tð Þ þ p0) above the rel-
ative optimal pressure Δpopt and linear below (ICP(t)− pv(α1,α2) = (Δpopt
− p0) · k · (ΔVCSF(t)−Vopt) +Δpopt) [21]. The dashed line indicates how this
relationship shifts from supine to upright posture because of the posture-
dependent dural venous pressure pv. CSF volume relative to the volume at
baseline (12.5 mmHg ICP)ΔVCSF was calculated from the measured drain-
age rate through the shuntQshunt (

d
dtΔVCSF tð Þ ¼ Qform−Qabs tð Þ−Qshunt tð Þ)

assuming a constant CSF formation rate Qform and ICP-dependent CSF
absorption (Qabs(t) = (ICP(t)− pv(α1,α2))/Rout for ICP(t) ≥ pv(α1,α2)). The
dural venous pressure pv, which is the reference pressure for the pressure-
volume relationship and the CSF absorption, was calculated relative to the
pressure in the venous hydrostatic indifference point (HIP) [22]: pv(α1,α2) =
pv ,HIP − ρg(l2 sinα2 + (LHIP− l2) sinα1). When the jugular veins collapse in
upright posture, this posture-related drop in pv is dampened [15, 22]:
pv(α1, α2) = − ρgLjug sinα2. The model parameter values are listed in
Table 1

Fig. 1 The shunt’s proximal and distal catheters are connected to
separate reservoirs filled with deionized and deaerated water. The
pressures in the reservoirs are dynamically adjusted during each
experiment to correspond to expected instantaneous values of
intracranial pressure (ICP) and intraperitoneal pressure (IPP),
respectively [14]. These values are determined by a real-time computa-
tional physiologic model. The instantaneous outflow rate through the
tested shunt is continuously measured with an integrated flow probe
(SLI-2000, Sensirion AG, Staefa, Switzerland). The valves and catheters
are submerged in a closed water bath that guarantees a posture-
independent pressure of 10 cmH20 at the location of the valve [1, 14,
16]. The valve is placed at the same level as the pressurized ICP reservoir,
which represents the reference location for ICP measurements. The ori-
entations of the valve and catheter are adjusted (as depicted in Fig. 1) to
mimic the simulated patient’s posture in terms of trunk orientation α1 and
head orientation α2. The corresponding lengths l1 and l2 are the trunk
length (from the IPP reference point to the mid-shoulder) and the distance
between the shoulder and the external auditory canal, respectively.
Venous HIP denotes the venous system’s hydrostatic indifference point.
The whole test bench including the test medium and the shunt is heated to
a uniform temperature of 37 ± 1 °C [14]
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Postural changes The shunts were subjected to a succession
of postural changes from supine to sitting to standing and back
to supine. Each of the four postures was held for 60 min to
reach equilibrium conditions. The respective equilibrium
values were then calculated as the arithmetic mean over the
last 5 min of each posture. The initial relative CSF volume
was 0 mL, corresponding to 12.5 mmHg resting ICP.

Head tilting Effects of head tilting were investigated by vary-
ing the head tilt angle α2 (Fig. 1) in supine and sitting posture.

Supine:After an initial phase of 20min in supine position
(α1 =α2 = 0°, IPP = 1.8 mmHg), the head orientation α2

was linearly increased to 45° within 30 min and then
decreased back to 0°. This experiment simulates the ef-
fect of an elevated head, e.g., due to thick pillows, in
supine position.
Sitting: Starting after 20 min initialization in sitting posi-
tion (α1 =α2 = 90°, IPP = 16.7 mmHg), the head orienta-
tion was linearly decreased by 45° within 30 min and
back to 90°. This experiment simulates sitting upright
with inclined head, e.g., while reading.

Signal processing

The measured shunt characteristics were processed using a
moving average filter over 1 s, corresponding to 1000
samples.

For the postural changes and head-tilting experiments, the
mean values of ICP, VCSF, and Qshunt at time t were calculated
as the arithmetic mean of the respective measurement signal
over one cardiac cycle. After filtering with a 30-ms moving-
average filter, the peak-to-peak pulse amplitudes of these

signals were calculated as the difference between the maxi-
mum and minimum value during each cardiac cycle.

Valve opening pressure and resistance

The opening and closing pressures are the pressure differences
over the shunt that caused an opening or closing of the valve,
respectively. The valves were defined to be open when the
measured drainage rate was more than 5 mL/h (≈0.08 mL/
min). The resistance of a shunt was determined as the average
slope of the measured pressure-flow curves for drainage rates
between 5 and 50 mL/h (≈0.08–0.83 mL/min).

Statistics

Where applicable, values are presented as mean ± standard
deviation (SD) of the results of the three individual valves
tested per shunt model and all experiment repetitions. The
shunt characteristics were measured 12 times per valve, and
the other two experiments were repeated 6 times per valve. All
statistical tests were two-sided non-paired t-tests. Differences
were considered significant at a p-value < 0.05.

Results

Baseline characteristics

Flow-regulated ASD

For the shunt with flow-regulated ASD, there were no signif-
icant differences between the pressure-flow characteristics
measured in horizontal and in vertical orientation (Fig. 3).
The valves’ primary pathway closed when the drainage rate

Table 1 Parameter set for the
mathematical patient model (see
Fig. 2) simulating INPH

Parameters Symbols Values Units References

Exponential proportionality parameter p1 4.0 mmHg [21]

Offset pressure p0 1.5 mmHg [21]

Relative optimal pressure Δpopt 3.8 mmHg [21]

Elastance coefficient k 0.23 mL−1 [21]

CSF formation rate Qform 0.35 mL/min [9, 10]

CSF outflow resistance Rout 15.7 mmHg/(mL/min) [21]

Venous HIP pressure pv ,HIP 7.0 mmHg [22]

Distance venous HIP to ICP reference LHIP 33.8 cm [22]

Distance jugular veins to ICP reference Ljug 11.0 cm [22]

Torso length l1 47.5 cm [23]

Neck length l2 16.5 cm [23]

Intraperitoneal pressure supine IPPsup 1.8 mmHg [5]

Intraperitoneal pressure sitting IPPsit 16.7 mmHg [5]

Intraperitoneal pressure standing IPPstand 20.0 mmHg [5]
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exceeded 1.39 ± 0.42 mL/min. With this, the shunt’s resis-
tance increased from 6.2 ± 0.9 mmHg/(mL/min)
(see Table 2) to 58.1 ± 7.7 mmHg/(mL/min). The ASD
reopened when the flow fell below 0.17 ± 0.02 mL/min,
resulting in a large hysteresis of the ASD.

Gravitational ASD

The opening pressure of the shunts with gravitational ASD
increased in vertical orientation (Table 2). However, this in-
crease was substantially lower than the nominal opening pres-
sure of the gravitational unit (20 cmH2O = 14.7 mmHg).
Reprogramming of the ASD allowed for changing this, but
the measured opening pressures were consistently lower than
the adjusted values.

The resistance of the open shunt was approximately con-
stant with a slight increase above ∼1.5 mL/min drainage
(Fig. 3). This resistance increase was accompanied by audible
vibrations of the valve.

Membrane-controlled ASD

In horizontal orientation, the membrane-controlled shunts had
a large hysteresis between opening and closing pressure

(Table 2) and a comparably low resistance. In vertical orien-
tation, no drainage was observed for the tested range of ICP
values (−30 to 0 mmHg).

Influences on CSF dynamics

In supine position, drainage through the shunts led to a de-
crease in ICP from the initial 12.5 mmHg to the equilibrium
conditions listed in Table 3. Upon sitting up, ICP instanta-
neously decreased by another 15.1 mmHg with all shunts
(Fig. 4).

Flow-regulated ASD

The flow-regulated ASD switched to its high resistance mode
immediately after sitting up. However, the drainage rates in
sitting posture were still higher than in supine position, lead-
ing to a reduction in CSF volume and pulse pressure ampli-
tude (AMP) and a further decrease in ICP (Fig. 4). After
standing up, the slight increase in IPP was enough for one of
the three tested valves to switch back into the low resistance
mode in three out of the six experiment repetitions. This led to
a large variability in the resulting equilibrium conditions in
standing posture (Table 3).
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Fig. 3 Measured drainage ratesQshunt of the three tested ASDmodels for
quasi-stationary increasing and decreasing ICP in horizontal and vertical
orientation plotted as functions of the actual pressure gradient over the
shunt Δpshunt. Distal catheter pressure was 1.8 mmHg in horizontal

orientation and 16.7 mmHg in vertical orientation, which corresponds
to IPP while sitting. Mean flow rates, standard deviation, and
significance of the difference between mean flow rates in horizontal and
vertical orientation are indicated every 2 mmHg

Table 2 Opening pressure (OP), closing pressure (CP), and resistance of the tested shunt systems are shown for horizontal and vertical orientation. All
parameters were calculated from the pressure-flow characteristics shown in Fig. 3. The most pronounced differences between the ASDs were in the OP/
CP and resistance increases in upright posture

ASD Posture Nominal OP (mmHg) Measured OP (mmHg) Measured CP (mmHg) Measured resistance (mmHg/(mL/min))

Flow regulated Horizontal 7.4 9.0 ± 0.5 8.4 ± 0.5 6.3 ± 1.0

Vertical 7.4 9.3 ± 0.4 8.5 ± 0.3 6.1 ± 0.8

Gravitational Horizontal 7.4 7.7 ± 0.5 7.3 ± 0.6 7.2 ± 0.5

Vertical 22.1 17.4 ± 1.0 14.3 ± 1.1 13.8 ± 1.4

Membrane-controlled Horizontal 5.1 7.4 ± 1.3 5.8 ± 0.8 3.4 ± 0.9

Vertical 6.3 * * *

*No drainage under the tested conditions (Fig. 3)
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Gravitational ASD

After sitting up, the lower than expected opening pressure of
the gravitational ASD in vertical orientation led to increased
drainage and a subsequent decrease in ICP (Table 3). AMP did
not decrease further as ICP fell below optimal pressure. As
higher IPP was assumed for standing (20 mmHg) compared to

sitting posture (16.7 mmHg), the drainage rate decreased after
standing up (Table 3).

Membrane-controlled ASD

The lower opening pressure compared to the other two valves
led to slightly lower ICP in supine equilibrium (Table 3). In

Table 3 Mean value, pulse pressure amplitude (AMP), and respective standard deviations (SD) of equilibrium ICP, relative CSF volume (ΔVCSF), and
drainage rate (Qshunt) for supine, sitting, and standing posture calculated during the last 5 min of the posture change experiment shown in Fig. 4

Shunt Posture ICP (mmHg) ΔVCSF (mL) Qshunt (mL/min)

Mean ± SD AMP ± SD Mean ± SD Mean ± SD AMP ± SD

Flow regulated Supine 10.6 ± 0.3 1.12 ± 0.05 −2.8 ± 0.5 0.12 ± 0.02 0.08 ± 0.02

Sitting −6.5 ± 0.3 1.07 ± 0.00 −6.6 ± 0.5 0.26 ± 0.02 0.02 ± 0.00

Standing −7.4 ± 3.1 1.07 ± 0.00 −8.1 ± 5.9 0.24 ± 0.06 0.03 ± 0.04

Gravitational Supine 9.9 ± 0.3 1.08 ± 0.01 −4.1 ± 0.5 0.17 ± 0.02 0.09 ± 0.02

Sitting −10.6 ± 0.8 1.07 ± 0.00 −14.3 ± 1.5 0.37 ± 0.03 0.04 ± 0.01

Standing −7.2 ± 0.6 1.07 ± 0.00 −7.9 ± 1.2 0.26 ± 0.03 0.03 ± 0.01

Membrane-controlled Supine 9.2 ± 0.6 1.08 ± 0.01 −5.4 ± 1.1 0.21 ± 0.04 0.17 ± 0.05

Sitting −2.8 ± 0.1 1.68 ± 0.04 −0.2 ± 0.1 −0.01 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00

Standing −2.5 ± 0.0 1.80 ± 0.01 0.1 ± 0.0 −0.01 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00

Fig. 4 Measured drainage rates Qshunt and the resulting relative CSF volume ΔVCSF and ICP during a sequence of supine, sitting, standing, and again
supine posture
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sitting and standing posture, however, the membrane-
controlled ASD prevented drainage. This lack of drainage
led to an accumulation of CSF up to the initial volume without
shunting and caused increased ICP and AMP. Further ICP
increase was prevented by the virtual patient’s natural CSF
absorption. After lying down, the low resistance of the shunt
caused a fast recovery to equilibrium conditions.

Head tilting

Flow-regulated ASD

With the flow-regulated ASDs, head tilting changed drainage
in neither the supine nor sitting posture (Fig. 5).

Gravitational ASD

In supine position, the gravitational ASD kept the drainage
constant for head tilt angles of up to approximately 20°.
Further elevating the head led to decreasing drainage. A sim-
ilar pattern was observed in sitting posture, where the drainage
started to increase when the head tilt angle deviated substan-
tially from vertical.

Membrane-controlled ASD

Elevating the head from the horizontal orientation rapidly re-
duced the drainage through the membrane-controlled shunts.
In sitting posture, the ASD prevented drainage in any of the
tested head tilt angles.

Discussion

With the novel in vitro test bench, we could quantify how the
different types of ASDs affect the drainage rate, ICP, and CSF

volume under postural changes. This could not have been
determined with any previous in vitro test bench. Isolating
and measuring the effect of the ASD would be difficult
in vivo. With flow-regulated, gravitational, and membrane-
controlled ASDs included in the study, all three main ASD
functional principles were represented [13].

Generally, sitting up from the supine position leads to an
immediate drop in ICP (even without a shunt), a simultaneous
increase in IPP, and a hydrostatic pressure column in the ver-
tical catheter, which can cause overdrainage through the shunt
[11, 17]. Since the ICP decrease arises from the physiologic
change in hydrostatic conditions, it is accompanied by neither
a reduction in CSF volume nor a reduction in pulsatility [11,
17]. These expected changes in the shunt’s pressure environ-
ment were accurately replicated by the in vitro test bench.

In upright posture, an ASD should maintain drainage with-
out overdrainage despite these changes, i.e., the reduction in
CSF volume achieved with a shunt in supine position shall be
preserved without risking subdural hemorrhage by further
CSF volume reduction.

Comparing the measured equilibrium ICPs in sitting and
standing posture (Table 3) with the −20 mmHg that are
reached without any means of siphon prevention [14], it be-
comes evident that all three types of ASDs reduced the effect
of siphoning. However, the ASD types each achieved this
through a distinct mechanism.

Flow-regulated ASD

Flow-regulated ASDs limit the maximum flow rate through
the shunt by closing their main flow path and thereby increas-
ing their resistance. While sitting, the shunts with flow-
regulated ASDs provided continuous drainage and the
smallest change in CSF volume from the one in supine posi-
tion. The resulting ICP was therefore close to its desired value
in upright posture (−5.1 mmHg) [18, 22]. The flow-regulated
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ASD achieved this by closing its low resistance pathway dur-
ing the process of sitting up and keeping the drainage below
the rate of CSF production except for a short spike that is
necessary to induce the mode switch. However, there was
considerable variation in the flow rate that led to this mode
switch. Furthermore, in standing posture, the ASD operated
close to the opening pressure of its primary flow path, which
led to occasional re-opening of this low-resistance path. In
general, re-opening or no initial closing of the low resistance
path is possible in upright posture when the driving pressure
gradient is not large enough. This can be problematic for short
patients who have a smaller hydrostatic pressure column driv-
ing the drainage in upright posture as well as for obese patients
with increased IPP.

Gravitational ASD

In gravitational ASDs, the gravitational force of a counter-
weight is exploited to vary the ASD’s opening pressure with
its orientation. Thus, they aim at increasing the differential
pressure over the valve in upright posture. With this opening
pressure increase, the gravitational ASDs counteracted si-
phoning well in standing posture. However, with no change
in opening pressure, they struggled to retain the desired CSF
volume in sitting posture, where IPP is slightly lower. This
shows that evenwith a programmable gravitational ASD, con-
stant drainage in all postures is not achievable and implies that
individual adaptation to the patient is critical as over- as well
as underdrainage is possible with a non-adequate ASD setting.
It also implies that non-programmable gravitational ASDs
may not be advisable as they may be difficult to estimate the
required opening pressure before surgery and adaptation is not
possible without a shunt revision.

Membrane-controlled ASD

In membrane-controlled ASDs, a membrane distal to the ac-
tual valve decouples the valve opening from the IPP and the
hydrostatic pressure column in the distal catheter. This mem-
brane acts as a trap that only opens when the proximal valve
pressure exceeds the surrounding subcutaneous pressure. In
this study, we saw no shunt flow in the upright position for the
physiologic ICPs up to 0 mmHg. This could be expected, as
opening of the membrane-controlled ASD would require pos-
itive proximal valve pressure to subcutaneous pressure gradi-
ents [8, 11]. Thus, the positive subcutaneous pressure (10
cmH2O was assumed and applied in the water bath surround-
ing the valve) prevented the shunts from opening in upright
position. It can be expected that the membrane-controlled
ASD prevents drainage in upright posture for any physiolog-
ical ICP [11]. This decouples the CSF dynamics and ICP from
changes in IPP, but leads to CSF accumulation in upright
posture. However, this type of robust siphon prevention may

even be desirable, because it eliminates the risk of
overdrainage without the need for adjustments. Similar char-
acteristics can be achieved with gravitational ASDs by delib-
erately choosing a higher ASD opening pressure. It has been
suggested previously that the target ICP of membrane-
controlled ASDs in upright posture could also be decreased
through a caudally shifted valve placement [24]. However,
implantation at the chest would be required to achieve the
physiological value of −5.1 mmHg in upright posture.

Conclusions

Flow-regulated, gravitational, and membrane-controlled
ASDs can all reduce overdrainage. However, the effects of
these ASDs on CSF dynamics vary greatly, and not every
device type is suitable for every patient: For the simulated
INPH patient investigated in this study, the flow-regulated
ASD best maintained the desired drainage rate in upright pos-
ture, but it was prone to overdrainage for slightly increased
intraperitoneal pressure. The adjustable gravitational ASD al-
lows for individual adaptation of the drainage rate in upright
posture, but precise adjustment to the height and intraperito-
neal pressure of the patient is required and varying intraperi-
toneal pressure led to deviations from the desired drainage
rate. The tested membrane-controlled shunts did not drain at
all in upright posture, leading to a robust siphon prevention,
but without continuous drainage.
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